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Comprehensive know-how and a large pool of insured replacement instruments make sure you can enjoy a happy-go-lucky package

ENDOMOBIL  /  WE LIVE ENDOSCOPICALLY

Expertise creates confidence, with convincing quality! Since the year 2000 we have been convincing  

customers with efficient, cost-effective solutions in the field of maintenance and repair for video and  

fibre-optic endoscopes as well as peripheral medical equipment.

Day in, day out, we address our customers' wide range of problems and enquiries at our newly built company 

head office in the Schleswig-Holstein municipality of Grossenaspe, demonstrating vast experience and even 

more passion. As an owner-managed family-run business and full-service professional company subject to 

regular ISO certification, ENDOMOBIL GmbH, with around 40 members of staff, is one of the largest service 

providers of this type in Europe. This is where far-reaching service, flexibility and proximity to customers, plus 

the best possible standards of safety and hygiene, enjoy maximum priority. To us it is clear: the satisfaction of 

our customers is the key to our success! As a result, highly specialised technicians undergoing regular internal 

and external training ensure first-class 24-hour service at the company's own workshops on 365 days of the 

year. This is where several thousand instruments a year are subjected to maintenance, servicing and repair. 

In the event of damage, extremely short repair times support trouble-free medical practice operations just 

as much as our extensive stock of around 600 used replacement endoscopes and other medical equipment 

for purchase, lease and hire.

At all events, you receive our cost estimate within 24 hours – free of charge, with no obligation and as swiftly 

as possible.

HAVE WE AROUSED YOUR INTEREST?

If so, simply contact us – we'll be only too pleased to answer any further questions in personal talks.

» We regard service as providing our  
 customers with support as a partner  
 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. «
 Thorsten Peters, Managing Director ENDOMOBIL ENDOSCOPY SERVICES  /  SERVICE



ENDOMOBIL  /  SERVICES AND COMPARISON

WE'RE AT YOUR SERVICE

In close dialogue with our clients and cooperation partners we develop customised solutions – either on a 

preventive basis or as quickly as possible after damage has occurred. 24 hours a day we provide you with 

support, expertise and good advice. Through our emergency call service you can contact us round-the-clock on 

all 365 days of the year.

And it is not only our 6-month repair warranty that proves our quality management standards are high! Fujinon, 

Olympus or Pentax – no matter what make, we repair flexible endoscopes, CCD chips and peripheral equipment 

such as monitors, printers and light sources according to strict standards professionally and quickly. We obtain 

any spare parts required solely from our approved specialists in Europe, North America and Asia. If it happens 

that individual components are not available or if a custom version is required, they are produced with original 

dimensions according to the manufacturer's specifications. Any equipment downtime has far-reaching economic 

consequences for clinics and doctors with their own practices - this is where time is money! For this reason 

we not only maintain absolute punctuality and fast repair times of 5 days on average. To minimise your loss we 

offer general contracts and low-cost leasing and purchase options for insured replacement instruments, and 

if you wish we are also willing to provide loan devices and permanent loan devices from our extensive stocks 

for the downtime period.

WE OPT FOR PREVENTION

Or you simply take advantage of our many years of experience in advance! With this service you are effectively 

taking a precaution: free training sessions for your specialised staff, service agreements for the maintenance 

or regular checking of your entire pool of equipment on site prevent the occurrence of consequential damage, 

and hence the high cost of unexpected downtime as well!

» Our spare parts are subject to strict quality  
 inspections in accordance with valid  
 standards and are also checked by  
 authorised testing bodies. «
 Frank Normann, Workshop Manager and responsible  
 for Research & Development

Wear, damage or fluid contamination – we eliminate traces of use in a professional way



ENDOMOBIL  /  SAFETY HYGIENE

For us, maximum safety starts with meticulous hygiene! The antistatic floor covering in our new workshops 

meets the latest international cleaning and disinfection standards, as do our two newly acquired washer-

disinfectors in which every instrument serviced is washed and reprocessed – on an aldehyde-free basis if 

requested by the customer – before it is fully assembled and shipped.

ENDOMOBIL  /  SAFETY TECHNOLOGY

For us, maximum safety only works with a highly sophisticated quality management system and regular 

know-how updates! Our annually renewed MEDCERT ISO certificate ensures that all the technical repair 

guidelines always comply with standards and legal regulations. In addition, other official certifiers and our 

competent technicians subject each product to a final inspection for unrestricted usability prior to delivery, 

whereby shipment and electronic circuitry are covered by insurance.

ENDOMOBIL  /  SAFETY LEGAL

As far as we and our customers are concerned, maximum safety also includes legal protection – vis-à-vis 

manufacturers and the patient on whom the medical device serviced in our workshops is used! All such issues 

and aspects are monitored by a firm of specialised Hamburg lawyers on our behalf.

» Further training for our technicians to  
 achieve a state-of-the-art level of knowledge,  
 in conjunction with our quality management  
 system, makes sure the high standards our  
 customers expect are maintained. «
 Michael Hahn, Quality Management Representative  
 and Training Manager

Strict implementation of the latest international repair standards ensures maximum safety

ENDOMOBIL ENDOSCOPY SERVICES  /  SAFETY



Transparency ensures safety – every spare part made is officially tested and certified

ENDOMOBIL  /  QUALITY SEAL

WE INSIST ON ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY

Maximum patient protection is obligatory for us so our innovative business is monitored and ISO-

certified in annual audits by the MEDCERT company, an independent Hamburg medical auditing company  

appointed by the EU.

We only repair and develop according to manufacturers' specifications and current standards. Each of our 

steps in procedure is subject to the most stringent German and European directives and laws. Extensive 

hygiene regulations and disinfection measures are just as essential as our elaborate safety and compatibility 

inspections – certified toxicology, biocompatibility and insulation tests – before the first patient contact. 

They certify that our spare parts supply is of top quality and that every fully assembled instrument serviced 

that leaves our workshops has demonstrated unrestricted usability.

» Patient safety always has maximum  
 priority – the MEDCERT quality seal testifies  
 to defect-free implementation of this quality  
 policy. «
 Mette Sophie Büchert, Manager,  
 Sales & Business Development ENDOMOBIL ENDOSCOPY SERVICES  /  TRANSPARENCY



In every decision taken we have a choice – we are well aware of this social responsibility for people and the environment!

ENDOMOBIL  /  SOCIAL RESPONSE AND ENVIRONMENT

WE HELP PEOPLE TO HELP THEMSELVES

Life doesn't work out for everyone by any means! Origin, social background and level of education are often crucial 

factors when it comes to success and failure and these often hamper well-being and equal opportunity for young 

individuals. Nevertheless, happy, self-confident children are the driving force for a positive future in any country! 

Promoting them, arousing their curiosity, giving them prospects and making sure they grow up healthy are 

more important than ever in the light of constantly increasing child poverty.

We all bear responsibility – not only for our fellow individuals but also for respectful, environmentally-friendly 

use of the diminishing resources of our unique habitat! Even a small amount of support get things moving, 

gives confidence and instils new courage, but that calls for watchfulness and commitment on our part!

That is what we want to do so at ENDOMOBIL we always take a closer look! We're always pleased to share 

our success and play an active role on a regular basis, even beyond national boundaries – both as an official 

partner of Deutsches Kinderhilfswerk and in a very wide range of other projects. Our financial donations 

from commercial and private sources help here and there to help those who are unfortunate enough to be 

at a disadvantage.

After all, we only have one future and only we can influence it!

» On a small or large scale – in every decision  
 taken we have a choice and here we are well  
 aware of this social responsibility for people  
 and the environment! «
 Angelika Steffens, Head of FinanceENDOMOBIL ENDOSCOPY SERVICES  /  RESPONSIBILITY


